
Scenario 1: 

Steve is going to Boston for the first time.  He is really excited, since he history buff and a sports fan.  He 

has a whole list of things to do and places to see.  He has maps, bus and train schedules, and all his 

reservations printed out.  However, he has this huge stack of papers, but it is difficult for him to quickly 

get to what he needs.  He wonders if there is a better way for him to organize his travel plans.   

Steve downloads the travel app and immediately starts inputting his information.  He inputs all his data, 

then sorts them by day.  After inputting his data he looks at his whole itinerary, he realizes that he didn’t 

plan any meals and decides to add some restaurants.  He didn’t think of this before, so he doesn’t know 

where to begin.  Luckily, the travel app now knows his schedule, and can suggest restaurants based on 

proximity to his other events.  He can also look up Yelp and Foursquare reviews to see what’s popular. 

Scenario 2: 

Suzy is in Chicago on a weeklong getaway.  She is enjoying herself, but is frustrated by the ever-changing 

weather.  One day it’s very cold, and the next is warmer, but rainy.  Even though she looks up the 

weather each day, she keeps forgetting that it might impact her activities.  For example, she brought a 

jacket when she went to the Navy Pier, but she didn’t realize how much it impacted her time there.  She 

turned to the travel app.  After she put in all her information, she was able to see her daily itinerary plus 

the weather for each day.  Tomorrow the weather is forecasted to be bad.  Luckily, the travel app 

notified her, and suggested that she postpone her trip to the Lincoln Park Zoo until the next day, and try 

an indoor activity instead for the day.   

Scenario 3: 

Franklin and Julie are in Vancouver for the weekend. They just finished a whale watching excursion, and 

are on their way to have dinner at a high end restaurant.  Frank gets a notification from the travel app 

pointing out that there could be traffic on the way.  He ignores it and decides they can take their 

chances.  They hop in a cab, but immediately get stuck in traffic.  They soon realize that they will be late 

for their reservation.  Julie suggests that they grab drinks first, and try a different restaurant for dinner.  

When they get to the bar, Franklin updates the travel app with the bar and the new dining location.  

When he cancels the original dining plan, the travel app notifies him that his reservation is outstanding, 

and asks him if he wants to cancel it.  Realizing that there is a fee for missed reservations because it was 

a fancy restaurant, and not wanting to be rude, Franklin thinks that would be a good idea.  The travel 

app already has the phone number stored, and allows him to access the phone directly from the app.   


